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Abstract. Recognition of primitives in technical drawings 
is the first stage in their higher level interpretation. It calls 
for processing of voluminous scanned raster files. This is a 
difficult task if each pixel must be addressed at least once, 
as required by Hough transform or thinning-based methods. 
This work presents a set of algorithms that recognize draw- 
ing primitives by examining the raster file sparsely. Bars 
(straight line segments), arcs, and arrowheads are identified 
by the orthogonal zig-zag, perpendicular Bisector tracing, 
and self-supervised arrowhead recognition algorithms, re- 
spectively. The common feature of these algorithms is that 
rather than applying massive pixel addressing, they recog- 
nize the sought primitives by screening a carefully selected 
sample of the image and focusing attention on identified 
key areas. The sparse-pixel-based algorithms yield high qual- 
ity recognition, as demonstrated on a sample of engineering 
drawings. 

Key words: Engineering drawing understanding - Docu- 
ment recognition - Computer-Aided Design (CAD) - CAD 
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1 Introduction 

An engineering drawing is a graphic product definition. Its 
proper, high-level interpretation is based on some domain- 
specific knowledge, possessed by the human expert specta- 
tor. A mechanical engineering drawing, for example, consists 
of several orthogonal views of the geometry of a product, 
enhanced by annotation, primarily dimensioning and toler- 
ancing. The annotation method is based on a detailed draft- 
ing standard, such as ISO or ANSI. The standard establishes 
conventions for stating requirements and constraints on the 
part or assembly defined gaphically in the drawing. The sig- 
nificant recent progress made in scanning and high-volume 
secondary storage technology has made electronic archiv- 
ing of paper drawings an economically viable option. This 
new possibility underscores the absence of an automatic ca- 
pability to intelligently process these "electronic drawings" 
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to incorporate them into a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 
database. 

Drawings in both paper and electronic (i.e., scanned 
raster files) media are contrasted with CAD representations, 
in that the latter attach semantic meaning to graphic enti- 
ties, enabling them to be redesigned or serve as a basis for 
Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM). Drawings, on the 
other hand, regardless of media, have no such inherent se- 
mantics; to be converted into CAD, they must be correctly 
understood and interpreted, either by a human or a machine. 
Several works deal with the problem of converting mechan- 
ical engineering drawings into a CAD format (King 1988; 
Joseph and Pridmore 1992; Dori 1989; Antoine et al. 1990; 
Collin and Colnet, 1990; Tombre and Vaxiviere, 1991; Collin 
and Vaxiviere 1991). These works emphasize analysis at ad- 
vanced levels, beyond vectorization, using existing methods 
for the early vision task of primitive recognition. 

Many existing vectorization methods initially apply ei- 
ther morphological operations (Haralick 1992) on the input 
raster file or some variant of the Hough transform (Hunt 
and Nolte 1988). The system for interpretation of line draw- 
ings (Kasturi et al. 1990), for example, employs the thin- 
ning algorithm specified in Harris et al. (1982) as a first 
step in line extraction and a Hough-based method for lo- 
cating text strings. Other vectorization techniques (Fukada 
t982) involve a combination of thinning with nonthinning 
methods or run length codes (Furuta et al. 1984). Line track- 
ing after thinning is employed by Fahn et al. (1988), while 
Nagasamy and Langrana (1990) track lines after preprocess- 
ing and thinning. Other techniques avoid thinning by doing 
window following (Sato and Tojo 1982), meshes (Lin et al. 
1985), using gray-level data (Takaji et al. 1982), or analyz- 
ing strokes parallel to the line direction (Csink 1991). The 
majority of these operations are computationally extensive, 
because each pixel in the image must be addressed at least 
once. In the Hough transform, extra memory and processing 
is needed to handle the multidimensional accumulator array, 
and to determine the edges and widths of lines and arcs. 
Width is an important parameter, because drafting standards 
require that geometry lines be thicker than annotation ones. 

The Machine Drawing Understanding System (MDUS), 
currently under development, is designed to automate the 
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process of converting mechanical engineering drawings into 
the Initial Graphic Exchange Specification (IGES), an ac- 
cepted standard for exchange of graphic information among 
CAD/CAM systems (Smith and Wellington 1986). We de- 
fine three levels of drawing understanding: early vision - 
the lexical phase, intermediate vision - the syntactic phase 
(Dori 1989), and high-level vision - the semantic phase. 
The early vision stage of MDUS extracts the main primi- 
tives that construct most engineering drawings: bars (straight 
line segments), circular arcs, arrowheads, and textboxes - 
regions where text is expected to appear (Chai and Doff 
1992). This paper presents a set of three algorithms used 
to recognize bars, arcs, and arrowheads, which are applied 
in this order as separate modules. A common trait of these 
algorithms is that they are sparse pixel, and so they avoid 
massive pixel addressing and processing without compro- 
mising the recognition quality. Bars and arcs are generically 
termed wires. Our wire recognition algorithms detect wire 
endpoints, width, and, for arcs, also the center. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the output of each module is an IGES 
file that is used, along with the raster image, as an input to 
the next phase: the bar detection module outputs an IGES file 
containing only bars. The arc segmentation module modifies 
this file by replacing some of the bars with arcs. The arrow- 
head recognition module, which uses the modified IGES file, 
modifies it further by replacing other bars with arrowheads. 

In the rest of the paper we describe the algorithms in each 
module and demonstrate their performance. 

2 Bar detection: the orthogonal zig-zag algorithm 

The input to the system is a binary raster file (in Sun Raster 
Format) obtained by scanning the original drawing, usually 
at 300 DPI (12 pixels/mm). The first operation performed on 
this file is recognition of bars (Chai and Dori 1992). These 
are straight line segments that appear in the raster image 
as elongated rectangles of black pixels, usually with noisy 
edges. 

2.1 Sparse screening of the raster image 

To be considered a bar, a rectangle of black pixels should 
meet maximum width and minimal length requirements. 
Normally, the percentage of black pixels in a machine draw- 
ing is no more than 5%. If lines in a drawing can be classified 
by width, then thin lines are the annotation ones, with widths 
of at least 0.25 mm (3 pixels for 300 DPI resolution). Sup- 
pose the minimal bar length is at least 2.5 mm (30 pixels). To 
recognize a bar we need to detect at least two points along 
its medial axis. Screening the image horizontally, then verti- 
cally, the worst case is that the 30-pixel-long bar is oriented 
at +45 ~ . To hit this bar twice, we should screen the raster 
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file every 30/(2x/2) = 10th row and column of the image, 
so we need to inspect just about 20% of the white pixels. 
This percentage is inversely proportional to the square of the 
resolution, i.e., in 600 DPI scans we would need to inspect 
just 5% of the white pixels. 

2.2 The orthogonal zig-zag routine 

When a black pixel is detected during screening, it is sus- 
pected to belong to a bar. That bar may be either parallel to 
one of the axes, or slanted at some angle. Let us consider 
first the general case, in which the bar is slanted. 

As described in Fig. 2, the screening is first done hori- 
zontally, skipping a fixed number (equal to the screen-skip 
parameter) of rows between one screen cycle and the next, 
until a black pixel is encountered for the first time. The 
screening then goes on in the same direction through the 
black pixel area. A parameter determining the maximal wire 
width puts a limit on the number of black pixels that are 
traversed before running along black pixels is aborted. This 
limit is just above v/2 times the maximal wire width, ensur- 
ing that bars steeper than • ~ (such as the one in Fig. 2) 
are handled during the horizontal screen, while the rest are 
detected during the vertical screen. As long as this limit is 
not reached, tracing through the black area progresses un- 
til a sequence of a predetermined number, called fudge, or 
longer, of white pixels is encountered again. Fudge accounts 
for possible "white holes" or short gaps within the bar due 
to noise. At this point, the length of the black run and its 
midpoint are recorded. The algorithm then searches in both 
positive and negative directions of the axis perpendicular to 
the screening direction. It determines the direction o~f the 90 ~ 
turn that would leave the screening within the area of black 
pixels. While this Orthogonal Zig-Zag (OZZ) routine is re- 
peated periodically, statistics are being gathered as to the 
average length of back runs parallel to each axis. When it is 
no longer possible to proceed in this mannner, we assume 
that the edge of the bar has been reached, and the same OZZ 
routine starts again from the first black pixel encountered to- 
wards the opposite direction, as shown in Fig. 2. 

When the whole bar is detected, its pixels are "painted" 
(marked in another bitplane) such that subsequent screenings 
will traverse it as if they were white pixels, avoiding multiple 
detection. The midpoint of each horizontal and vertical run 
is inserted into a linked list, which is later used to reconstruct 
the bar. 

Near the end of the bar, the run midpoints frequently have 
a tendency to be inaccurate due to artifacts stemming from 
joining with other lines or from the presence of arrowheads. 
Therefore, to determine the bar 's slope, OZZ backtracks a 
predetermined number of midpoints from each end of the 
linked list, if the list is long enough. 

2.3 Vertical and horizontal bar detection 

It is very common in engineering drawings for bars to be 
parallel to either one of the drawing axes, in which case the 

OZZ routine described above does not function. Such bars 
are detected by a modified OZZ-Iike move, where instead 
of the orthogonal zig-zag cycle, the trace is done along the 
bar 's medial axis. We probe every screen-skip pixels in both 
directions perpendicular to the axis to ascertain that the bar 
is still within the width tolerance, as described in Fig. 3. The 
midpoints from which the width probing is done are calcu- 
lated and inserted into a linked list, similar to that obtained 
for a slanted bar. Thus, even if the bar is slightly slanted, 
this routine still provides an accurate set of midpoints. A 
significant change in the detected width interrupts this pro- 
cess, and a bar edge is detemined as the exact location where 
the change in width occurs. This prevents colinear bars of 
different widths, such as a witness that leads to a geometry 
line, from being considered the same bar. To avoid probing a 
long way in vain, in case the width check happens to occur 
within the area of a perpendicular bar, the width check is 
arrested when it exceeds the maximum width parameter. 

2.4 Crossing bars and bar junctions 

A common problem with thinning as a first step in vectoriza- 
tion is that the distortion of the original idealized skeleton 
around crosses and junctions has an adverse effect on the 
quality of vectorization. This artifact often requires a special 
corrective treatment. OZZ has a checking mechanism to de- 
tect junctions and continue zig-zagging along the currently 
detected bar. The mechanism is based on keeping track of the 
cumulative average of the alternating horizontal and vertical 
r u n s .  

As demonstrated in Fig. 4, if one of these runs is dif- 
ferent from the cumulative running average by more than 
a tolerance parameter, which allows for variations due to 
noise, OZZ assumes that a junction has been encountered. 
The tracing retreats along the abnormally long run back to 
the average length, then attempts to continue as before. If  
the lengths of the next pair of horizontal and vertical runs 
are within the tolerances of the cumulative averages, the as- 
sumption that a junction or crossing has been encountered 
is validated, and the OZZ continues. Horizontal and vertical 
bars are treated similarly. 

2.5 Almost-collinear bar recognition: the "retreat-and- 
check" routine 

Having performed the OZZ tracing to both edges, we end 
up with a list of at least two midpoints that should lie along 
the medial axis of the potential bar. If  we have just one such 
point, the "blob" of pixels encountered is discarded as noise. 
If two bars in the original drawing have the same width 
and touch each other while making an obtuse angle close 
to 180 ~ as in Fig. 5, the difference in run lengths between 
the two bars may be within the tolerance limits that allow 
for variations due to noise. This may cause two such bars 
to be erroneously merged to one long bar. To overcome this 
problem, we introduce the connectivity condition: a line con- 
necting the potential bar endpoints must pass (within a pre- 
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determined tolerance, around 0.8) through an area of black 
pixels. If this condition is not met, then probably we are try- 
ing to merge two bars that are not quite colinear. To solve 
this erroneous bar merger problem, OZZ performs a "retreat- 
and-check" routine. It keeps one extreme run midpoint fixed, 
retreats one run midpoint from the other end of the linked 
list, and checks the connectivity condition again (see Fig. 5). 

This iteration continues until the connectivity condition 
is met. A possible result of this process is that the angle 
between the two detected bars is slightly closer to 180 ~ than 
the original. This can be corrected by doing the "retreat- and- 
check" routine from both extremes of the midpoint list. This 
should be followed by switching the endpoints and setting 
new endpoints as the intersection of the bars with switched 

endpoints, as described in Fig. 6. The current OZZ version 
does not support this operation. 

2.6 Exact bar endpoint determination 

Having found a properly connected preliminary pair of bar 
endpoints, we search for a more accurate pair. As shown in 
Fig. 7, this is done by moving from each endpoint away from 
the middle of the bar, while checking the width at each pixel 
until either the end (white area) is encountered or the current 
width exceeds the running average bar width by more than 
the width tolerance. 
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2.7 Merging multiple bar-detection 

Having performed the above processes, we now have a list of 
bars in vector form (each with its endpoints and width) that 
should represent the bars in the raster file. Due to artifacts 
such as noise and lines crossing each other, several partially 
overlapping segments are frequently found for a single bar. 
Alternatively, rather than detecting a whole bar in one zig- 
zagging sequence, only a portion of it is found, while the 
rest is recovered in one or more subsequent iterations. Such 
redundant bars need to be merged and combined into a longer 
bar. 

In order for two bars to be merged, they must pass a 
merger check for each pair of bars, until no more merging 
can be done. The check consists of a series of three tests. 
The first, width-and-angle test, checks whether the two bars' 
widths are within the width-tolerance and whether the an- 
gle between them is closer to 180 ~ than the angle-match 
parameter allows for. The second, intersection-of-enclosing- 
rectangles test, checks whether the two bars, that are can- 
didates for merging, are within the neighborhood of each 
other. This is done by taking the smallest enclosing rectan- 
gle of each bar, adding a margin of the widths of both lines, 
and checking whether these two rectangles intersect. If  they 
do not, there is no point in going on to the next test. The 
third, endpoint-coherence test, checks for coherence of each 
bar's endpoints with the other bar. A bar endpoint is said to 
be coherent with another ba r  if it is both within the other 
bar's" smallest enclosing rectangle and its distance from the 
other bar is less than the average of the two bars' widths 
+ fudge. The endpoint-coherence test leads to either full or 
partial overlap, depicted in Fig. 8. Both overlap types justify 
bar merging. The tests are administered in an order of in- 
creasing computational complexity, such that if the first or 
second fails, the check is aborted at a relatively low cost. 

2.8 Corner correction 

When two bars intersect to form a comer, they terminate pre- 
maturely, leaving a blank rectangle in the expected comer, as 
seen in the left part of Fig. 9. This occurs because when the 
OZZ tracing within one bar reaches a comer, the orientation 
of the other bar causes the width to exceed the width toler- 
ance, as shown in Fig. 7. To remedy this, comer correction, 
depicted in Fig. 9, is performed by changing the respective 
endpoints of both bars to the theoretical intersection point. 

To avoid comer correction where it is not justified, a 
comer-correction check, consisting of the following series 
of three tests, must be passed. To save unnecessary, costly 
computations, the tests are administered in an increasing or- 
d6r of computational complexity. 

The first test, the nonparallelism test, simply requires 
that the bars not be parallel. The second, the intersection- 
distance test, requires that the distance between both bar 
endpoints closest to the theoretical intersection be less than 
what the intersect-range parameter allows for. 

In the third, connectivity test, we determine whether the 
theoretical intersection of the two bars making the comer is 
within fudge of a black pixel. If  so, we verify that this black 
pixel "belongs" to both bars by checking its connectivity to 
each one of the intersecting bars. 

2.90ZZ performance 

We conclude this section with several drawings that exem- 
plify the performance of the OZZ algorithm on a sample 
of actual engineering drawings. The first, "Horseshoe", is 
shown at the top of Fig. 10, scanned at 300 DPI resolution 
(821 x 565 pixels). As seen in its OZZ output representation 
at the bottom of Fig. 10, virtually all the bars longer than the 
minimal-bar-length have been detected. Processing time on 
a Sun Sparcstadon IPC with 8 MB RAM is 33 s. 

The next two drawings, "Base: top-view" and "Base: 
side-view," shown at the top of Figs. 11 and 12, are scanned 
at 200 DPI (69 x 604 pixels) and 150 DPI (653 x 516 pix- 
els), respectively. These are two orthogonal projections taken 
from the same drawing. Their OZZ output representation, 
shown at the bottom of each figure, demonstrates that even 
in relatively low resolutions and moderately noisy drawings, 
OZZ performs well, with almost no bars missing or signifi- 
cantly distorted. 

3 Arc segmentation: the perpendicular-bisector tracing 
algorithm 

Circular arcs are the second most prevalent graphic primitive 
in mechanical engineering drawings. As with vectorization, 
the Hough transform and its variants are popular techniques 
for arc segmentation (Kimme et al. 1975; Conker 1988). To 
reduce the dimensionality of the problem from 3 to 2, the 
Adaptive Hough Transform (AHT) method (IUingworth and 
Kittler 1987) was developed. Although AHT converts circle 
detection into peak detection, it still requires pixel-by-pixel 
image operations and demands large memory space to ac- 
cumulate the frequency of each circle parameter. Locating 
peaks in the accumulators is also a costly task. To make 
the Hough transform more applicable, several investigators 
(Kimme et al. 1975; Conker. 1988; O'Gorman and Sander- 
son 1984) have optimized the original Hough transform, but 
these techniques still require considerable time and space. 
As with straight line detection, the Hough transform pro- 
vides neither endpoints nor width for the detected arcs. To 
obtain this information, which is essential to higher-level 
drawing understanding, postprocessing is required. 

Linear approximations of arcs are a by-product of OZZ. 
This has led us to the development of the Perpendicular- 
Bisector Tracing (PBT) algorithm for arc segmentation, de- 
scribed in this section. We use the OZZ output and the raster 
data to find three initial points that lie approximately on the 
suspected arc, then we either refine the arc parameters (cen- 
ter, endpoints and width) or contradict the assumption that 
an arc exists in the sought location. 
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3.1 Clustering bar chains for  potential arcs 

Using the OZZ output IGES file that contains the bar list (see 
Fig. 1), we are able to locate potential arcs without reexam- 
ining the whole raster image. The left-hand-side of  Fig. 13 
is a magnified portion containing two arcs in "Horseshoe," 
shown in Fig. 10. The OZZ output on the right-hand side 
demonstrates the length and space irregularities of  the bars 
resulting from original arcs. 

To cluster bars into candidate arc bar chains, we consider 
each bar in the bar list as a potential member of  a bar chain. 
We start with a "chain" containing one bar, so the chain 
endpoints are identical with the bar endpoints. For each such 
bar, we search through the list for bars that are candidates 
for chain extension. Since the complexity of  this search is 
O(n2), with n being the number of  bars in the list, the search 
is done on a subset of  the list, called the chain-candidate 
bar list. This subset is obtained by applying minimal and 
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maximal bar length thresholds to filter out the majority of  
bars that are unlikely to approximate any arc. 

To extend a chain, a bar must satisfy two requirements: 
(1) the distance from one of  its endpoints to a chain endpoint 
must be less than what the chain-extensionparameter allows, 
and (2) its width must be within the width tolerance of the 
cumulative average chain width. If  a candidate bar for chain 
extension is found, the chain endpoints are updated. The 
chain-candidate bar list is searched until no more bars can 
be found to extend the chain from either side. The chain 
members are removed from the chain-candidate bar list, and 
a search for a new chain starts again, until the list is empty. 
Note that at this stage we do not care about the relative angle 
that two consecutive bars in the chain make. This is taken 
care of  in the following step. If  the chain consists of  one bar 
only, it is still possible that the single bar is a result of  a 
linear approximation of  an arc, as discussed below. 

3.2 Determining arc position relative to the endpoint 
vector 

The resulting chain endpoints are preliminary estimations of  
the potential arc endpoint. They are needed to start up the arc 
detection process and are later substituted by a more accurate 
pair. To test the hypothesis that the bar chain represents an 
arc in the raster drawing, we need a third point besides the 
two endpoints to compute the potential arc center. To do 
this, we first need to find out whether the arc, as depicted 
in Fig. 14, goes from endpoint A to endpoint B clockwise, 
i.e., to the left of  the vector AB, or counterclockwise. The 
arc direction is determined according to the cumulative sum 
of  angles between pairs of  consecutive bars in the chain as 
follows. Let V i : (Ayi, Ax i )  and Vi+ 1 = (Ayi+I, AXi+I) be 
two consecutive bars, and let ri and ri+ 1 be the angles that 
Vi and Vi+l make with a horizontal line, respectively. For 
the angle 0i between V1, and V2 we then have: 

tan 0i tan(ri+l - -  ri) = (tan ri+l - -  tan ri) / (1 - tan ri tan ri+ 1 ) 

(1) 

Substituting tan ri = A y i / A x  i and tan ri+l = A y i + l / A x i +  1 
into Eq. 1, we get: 

Oi = arctan((Ayi+l Axi  - Ayi  AXi+l)/(AXiAXi+l 

+ Ay~+I AyO) �9 (2) 

We then compute the partial sums ak in Eq. 3. 

k 

a k = Z 0 i  for k = l , . . . n - 1  (3) 
i = l  

where n is the number of  bars in the bar chain. As long as 
the absolute value of  of  ak keeps growing along with k, the 
curvature is consistent and the summation continues. A re- 
duction in the absolute value of  ak means that the curvature 
direction has changed. When this occurs, a new endpoint for 
the bar chain is set as the endpoint of  the (k - 1)-th bar, 
while the remaining (n - k + 1) bars are removed from the 

chain and form a new bar chain. The trace direction is then 
determined as clockwise or counterclockwise if the sign of 
ak is positive or negative, respectively. 

3.3 Perpendicular bisector tracing 

Knowing the position of  the arc relative to its estimated 
endpoints A and B (Fig. 15), we find a point F, the first 
point that is supposed to lie along the potential arc's medial 
axis. F is found by tracing the pixels in the raster image 
lying along the perpendicular bisector CE of  the vector AB 
in the predetermined direction. This Perpendicular-Bisector 
Tracing (PBT) continues until the first of  the following two 
events occur: either the first black pixel D is encountered, or 
the length of  the trace exceeds the maximal-arc-diameter. 

If  that length is exceeded, the trace is aborted with no 
arc found for the chain. If  the black pixel D is encountered, 
PBT continues the trace through the black pixel area until 
the first white pixel E is encountered. It then computes the 
arc's width as the distance between D and E and the location 
of point F lying midway between these two points. 

3.4 Triangular arc center estimation 

PBT is the basis for the Triangular Arc Center Estimation 
(TAE) procedure. TAE accepts as input a pair of  potential 
arc points and returns either an estimation of  the arc center 
or a rejection of  the hypothesis that the bar chain is a linear 
approximation of  an arc. PBT is applied three times during 
each application of  TAE, as explained below. 

Since PBT accepts two arc points and returns a third, 
the resulting point triplet is used as input for an analytic 
geometry calculation of  the center of  the presumed arc. in 
Fig. 16, O0 is the arc center calculated with the point triplet 
ABC as input. Additionally, each one of  the point pairs AC 
and BC is independently used as input to get another PBT 
application, yielding the two point triplets ACD and BCE, 
respectively. 

These two triplets, in turn, are used again to calculate 
the arc center and result in O1 and 02, respectively, ff  the 
maximal distance difference among O0, Ot and 02 exceeds 
the TAE, the bar chain is dismissed as one that does not 
represent an arc. Otherwise, a more accurate arc center OA 
is returned as the center of  area (median intersection point) 
of the triangle 0o0102.  Since points D and E are likely to 
be located on the arc more accurately than A and B, which 
are just bar endpoints, D and E are taken as a new point- 
pair input for a recursive application of  TAE. The recursion 
halts either when an accuracy criterion is satisfied or the two 
newly detected points are too close to each other. The depth 
of  recursion depends on the radius to width ratio and on 
the curvature of  the arc, and normally does not exceed three 
levels. 
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Fig. 12. 150 DPI "Base: side view" (top); OZZ output (bottom) 
Fig. 13. Original arcs in "Horseshoe" (left) and after OZZ (right) 
Fig. 14. Determination of trace direction 

Fig. 15. Recovering a point on the arc through PBT 
Fig. 16. Estimating the arc center through PBT 
Fig. 17. Handling a single bar chain 
Fig. 18. Determining points on a circle 
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3.5 Handling single bar chains 

Round comers, which are small, 90 ~ arcs, are common in en- 
gineering drawings. Such comers, as well as other situations, 
frequently lead to single bar chains because of a low radius 
to width ratio, as shown in Fig. 17. In this case, the naive 
PBT described above would fail to detect the arc, because 
the PBT starting point is already a black pixel. 

To find a better pair of endpoints to start PBT, we note 
that OZZ detects straight bars more accurately than bars 
within arcs. Therefore, points C and D in Fig. 16 first re- 
place A and B as the preliminary endpoint candidates. Line 
CD is then stretched beyond its two endpoints until white 
pixels are encountered at E and F or a threshold is exceeded. 
From these two points we keep advancing through black pix- 
els perpendicular to CD until white pixels are met again to 
yield G and H. The PBT direction is then simply the reverse 
of the direction of the vectors E___GG and F_HH, with C and D 
remaining the preliminary endpoints. 

3.6 Circle detection 

A potential circle is detected if a bar chain of at least three 
bars creates a loop. Since such a loop has no endpoints, to 
start PBT, we arbitrarily select a point A as the endpoint of 
the first bar in the chain and B as the endpoint of the bar that 
is farthest from A, as shown in Fig. 18. Starting from C, the 
middle of AB, PBT is carried out in both directions perpen- 
dicular to the vector AB, yielding the two sets of arc entry, 
exit, and middle points D, E, F and D t, E ~ and F', respec- 
tively. F and F ~ then serve as a new pair of more accurate 
PBT starting points. PBT is applied from C ~, the middle of 
FF', arbitrarily to one of the two possible directions, yield- 
ing points A' or B I. The points F, F ~, A ~ and B ~ lie exactly 
on the diameter of the circle's medial axis, even though the 
original starting points A and B may be quite remote from 
A ~ and B', respectively, as shown in Fig. 18. F, F ~, and either 
A ~ or B ~ are used to determine the circle's center, applying 
TAE. 

3. 7 Detecting the PBT arc entry point 

A common situation for arcs in mechanical engineering 
drawings is exemplified by the drawing "Oval Hole" in 
Fig. 19: dashed lines, symbolizing, axes of symmetry and 
arc centers, pass exactly where PBT traces. 

Figure 20 is the result of applying OZZ to "Oval Hole." 
The two arcs of the oval hole yield, as expected, two bar 
chains. Figure 21 is a magnified portion of the original raster 
"Oval Hole," containing the fight arc of the oval hole. Using 
the naive PBT, tracing in the direction of the white arrow 
would mistakenly take the first black pixel before A as the 
arc entry point. 

If the trace is not within a black pixel, PBT keeps ad- 
vancing until a black pixel is encountered. It then measures 
the length of the black mn perpendicular to the trace direc- 
tion, as represented by the double-arrowheaded line A. If the 

mn length is smaller than the maximal bar width, we keep 
tracing, as if we were still within a white area, measuring the 
perpendicular black run length of every screen-length pixels, 
as shown by the lines B and C in Fig. 20. Once the run length 
gets significantly larger, as in line D, it means that the trace 
has entered the arc area. To find the exact entry point, we go 
back to the last point where the run length was still constant 
(line C), and perform the run length check pixel by pixel in 
the trace direction. We keep checking the run lengths at each 
pixel while tracing within the arc, as represented by line E, 
until either the black run length becomes constant as before 
(line F), or zero, designating the arc exit point. 

Figure 22 shows the two arcs detected in "Oval Hole" 
with the centers, endpoints, and midline marked on a por- 
tion of the raster image. PBT starting point itself may be 
located within a black area, as happens with the left arc 
in Fig. 22, where the arc center is marked by two perpen- 
dicular dash-dotted lines. To avoid being confused by this 
common situation, the run length measurements start after 
tracing screen-skip pixels in the trace direction. 

The output of the arc segmentation module is an IGES 
file, as shown in Fig. 1, in which the bars found in the input 
IGES file, which were proven to be linear approximations of 
arcs, are replaced by the segmented arcs. 

4 Arrow recognition: a self-supervised approach 

Arrowheads are key primitives in understanding engineering 
drawings. Their recognition allows lines that are part of the 
dimensioning to be distinguished from those that define the 
geometry of the object. The separation of geometry from an- 
notation, in turn, opens the way to a three-dimensional recon- 
struction of the object by employing the "Fleshing out Pro- 
jections" algorithm (Wesley and Markowski 1981) or other 
"volume rendering" algorithms, such as in Preiss (1984). 

The sample of arrowheads in Fig. 23 demonstrates some 
of the problems involved in devising an algorithm for rec- 
ognizing arrowheads in drawings: arrowheads may differ in 
shape, size, orientation, type (filling), and they are frequently 
cluttered by distortion, noise, or interfering wires. 

Our observations on a large sample of manually drawn 
mechanical engineering drawings have shown that normally 
all the arrowheads in a given drawing are of the same shape 
(triangular, rectangular, circular) and type (solid, hollow, 
stroke, wedge, half-filled, anchor), as shown in Fig. 24. 

Triangular, solid arrowhead is the most prevalent shape 
and type. Rectangle- and circle-shaped arrowheads are so 
rare that we could not find any actual drawing example on 
which to test our shape determination approach. Therefore, 
in the sequel we assume that the only shape is triangular, 
which is practically correct. The observations have also re- 
vealed that arrowheads in a given drawing have approxi- 
mately the same size, expressed by dl, (length) and d2 (half 
the width). Figure 25 shows these parameters for a solid tri- 
angle arrowhead, along with useful arrowhead-related terms. 

The self-supervised arrowhead recognition (SAR) algo- 
rithm takes advantage of this basic uniformity of shape, type, 
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Fig. 19. A 300 DPI scan of "Oval hole" 
Fig. 20. Result of applying OZZ to "Oval hole" 
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and size by performing the recognition in two phases: param- 
eter learning (PL) and comprehensive search (CS). The self- 
supervised approach we advocate here is a hybrid of super- 
vised and unsupervised pattern recognition (Therrien 1989). 
In the supervised approach, a human operator "teaches" the 
system what it should recognize. The unsupervised approach 
assumes that all the searched patterns are predefined and 
stored in a library. In our self-supervised approach, how- 

Fig. 23. Arrowheads extracted from several real drawings 
Fig. 24. Shapes and types of arrowheads 
Fig. 25. Terms and parameters used for arrowhead recognition 

ever, the system has only a general model of what is to be 
recognized (arrowheads, in our case). The missing parame- 
ter values (shape, type, and size) are obtained during the PL 
phase, while the recognition of the entire population is done 
during the CS phase, using these values. 

To reduce the arrowhead search space, we draw on the 
dimensioning syntax (Doff, 1991, 1992), which implies that 
an arrowhead is a part of a leader whose other part is the 
tail, and that the tail is a wire. Thus, rather than carrying 
out a "blind search" throughout the drawing plane, SAR 



concentrates on small search-slots in the raster file, whose 
location and orientation are determined by the wires in the 
input IGES file (see Fig. 1). Each arrowhead recognized by 
SAR is matched with a tail (a wire from the IGES file) 
to form a leader. Leaders, in turn, are matched into leader 
pairs, which, together with textboxes, provide a basis for 
recognizing entire dimension sets. The rest of this section 
describes the details of the SAR algorithm. 

4.1 The parameter learning phase 

The size of the search slot used in the PL phase is based 
on the expected largest size of an arrowhead, expressed in 
terms of maX-dl and max-d2. The slot dimensions are LS = 
2 x EF x max-da, and WS = 2 x EF • max-d2, where EF is an 
enlargement factor, around 1.15. As shown in Fig. 26, LS is 
set to twice the length of max-dl, because an arrowhead may 
be located on either side of a wire endpoint. This endpoint is 
the center of the slot, and the slot's long axis lies along the 
wire if the wire is a bar, or along the tangent to the wire if 
the wire is an arc. To avoid dealing separately with left- and 
right-pointing arrowheads, the slot is placed in a "normal 
orientation," as depicted in Fig. 26, so that the tail extends 
from the right side of the slot, and the reference (the wire 
being pointed at) is on the left. 

Run lengths are traced inside the slot from left to right in 
evenly spaced scan columns, perpendicular to the slot's long 
axis, as shown in Fig. 27. The distance between consecutive 
scan columns is set to the minimal-line-width parameter to 
ensure that at least one scan column will pass through the 
reference. 

The result for a single scan column is a sequence of num- 
bers, expressing the lengths of alternating black and white 
runs. The first and last runs in each colunm are defined as 
always being white, so they may have run lengths of 0, as 
happens with the third scan column from the left in Fig. 27. 
The numbers for the entire slot result in a two-dimensional 
array, in which the columns are the run length sequences 
and the rows are the run lengths of the same color and in 
the same order along each sequence. This array is used to 
compute three vectors: NB, 13B, and DB, also exemplified 
in Fig. 27. Each element in NB is the number of black runs 
in a column. To eliminate differences among triangular ar- 
rowheads of different types, each BB element is the distance 
from the first pixel in the first black run to the last pixel in the 
last black run. Finally, each element in DB is the difference 
between two consecutive B13 elements. 

The presence of two large negative elements in D13, hav- 
ing an absolute value of at least three times the value of 
the smallest DB value, such as the third and the twelfth in 
Fig. 27, indicates a potential triangular arrowhead. This is so 
b~cause the two negative values are likely to be caused by 
the transition from a reference to the arrowhead pointing at it 
and from the back of that arrowhead to its tail, respectively. 

The value of dl is computed as the product of the dis- 
tance between consecutive scan columns and the number of 
these columns between the two negative DB values. The 
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largest 13t3 element is that of the reference, so d2 is found 
by dividing by 2 the value of the second largest 13B ele- 
ment, which is located at the column passing near the back 
of the arrowhead. The parameters found for each arrowhead 
are sorted by shape and type, with a running mean and vari- 
ance of dl and d2 for each group. When one of these groups 
attains a minimum number of arrowheads, with reasonably 
low variance values for both dl and d2, the PL phase is 
completed with the learned parameter values of that group 
selected for the CS phase. 

4.2 The comprehensive search phase 

The CS phase of SAR consists of two parts: potential arrow- 
head location and proper arrowhead selection. The problem 
here is to locate all the arrowheads in the drawing without 
false recognition. Missing an existing arrowhead and false 
recognition of an arrowhead are referred to as type I and 
type II error, respectively. The values of the learned param- 
eters provide for a set of reliable tests that locate all or most 
arrowheads (minimum type I errors) while filtering out most 
type II errors. 

The first part of CS, potential arrowhead location, looks 
around wire edges for slots with a sufficiently large black 
pixel percentage. The size of the slot is d t •  d2 as found in the 
PL phase. These parameters are usually significantly smaller 
than max-d1 and max-d2, which determined the slot for the 
PL phase. They confine the slot to fit closely around each 
potential arrowhead, avoiding false recognition that may be 
caused by the inclusion of non-relevant pixels in the neigh- 
borhood. Two slots are searched for each wire edge, because 
the potential tail may extend either up to the arrowhead's 
back or up to its tip (see Fig. 26). If  the computed black 
pixel percentage within any one of the two slots is above a 
minimum threshold parameter value (different for each ar- 
rowhead type), the corresponding slot location is added to 
the list of potential arrowheads. 

The second part of CS, proper arrowhead selection, dis- 
cards potential arrowheads that do not meet the following 
two requirements: (1) an arrowhead must point at a refer- 
ence, and (2) it must have a suitable shape. SAR checks 
all wires longer than reference-minimal-length for being po- 
tential references. Bars are tested first, and if no suitable 
reference was found, arcs are tested. A wire is defined to 
be a reference if the following conditions are met: (1) the 
intersection of the arrowhead's extended axis with the wire 
is sufficiently close to the arrowhead tip, and (2) the wire 
(or the tangent to the wire, if the wire is an arc) is approx- 
imately orthogonal to the arrowhead axis. For an arc to be 
considered a reference, two more conditions are required: (1) 
the distance between the arc center and the arrowhead tip is 
approximately the arc radius, and (2) the arrowhead axis is 
approximately colinear with the radius connecting the center 
and the tip. If  a reference is found, the tip of the arrow- 
head pointing at it is refined to be the intersection of the 
arrowhead axis with the reference, otherwise the arrowhead 
candidate is discarded. 
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Fig. 26. Slot location and the parameters LS, length of slot; WS, 
width of slot 
Fig. 27. Run lengths traced through an ideally filled triangle arrow- 
head 

4.3 Removal of duplicate arrowheads and arc edge 
arrowheads 

An arrowhead in the raster file may be recognized more than 
once, because it is frequently detected by OZZ as a short 
thick bar at the continuation of  the tail. The slot constructed 
along this short bar and the one constructed along the tail 
then detect the same arrowhead. Although the two detected 
arrowheads are in the same location, they may have slightly 
different orientations, because the short bar resulting from 
the arrowhead is often not entirely collinear with the actual 
tail, as happens with the short bar at the top left corner of 
Fig. 20. SAR removes the duplicate arrowhead that is less 
collinear with the tail. 

A common type II error is caused by the interaction of  
an arc and its tangent. This error source is exemplified by 
the horizontal bar that touches the top edge of  the right arc 
of the oval hole in Fig. 19, where indeed an arrowhead was 
erroneously detected. To avoid such misdetections, if an ar- 
rowhead tip is too close to an arc edge and its axis is about 
tangent to the arc, it is removed. 

Each arrowhead must be matched with a tall. The tail 
must not be the above-mentioned short thick bar resulting 

Fig. 28. "Oval hole" after arc segmentation and arrowhead recog- 
nition 
Fig. 29. "Horseshoe" after arc segmentation and arrowhead recog- 
nition 
Fig. 30. "Bolt edge" before (left) and after (right) processing 

from OZZ. To ensure this, SAR checks the bars that are 
approximately collinear with the arrowhead axis. Such a bar 
is accepted as the arrowhead tail if the distance between one 
of its edges and the back of  the arrowhead is small, while 
the distance between its other edge and the arrowhead tip 
is large. If  the tail is an arc, the short thick bar is usually 
absorbed during PBT into the arc which is the arrowhead's 
tail, as the 45 ~ arc in Fig. 10, so no modification needs to be 
made. 

The dependence of  arrowhead recognition on the ex- 
istence of  a properly oriented tail and reference demon- 
strates the kind of spacial relationships among primitives 
that need to be substantiated by examining the image and 
speaks against the simplistic assumption that a single prim- 
itive (such as arrowhead or textbox) alone can serve as a 
starting point to dimensioning analysis. 

5 Performance examples of  the sparse-pixel algorithms 

This section shows several examples of real machine draw- 
ings that underwent the entire sequence of  the three sparse- 
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pixel algorithms: OZZ, PBT, and SAR, implemented on a 
Sun Sparcstation with 8 MB of RAM. The raster image of 
"Oval Hole" and its OZZ output were shown in Figs. 19 and 
20. Figure 28 shows the result of applying PBT and SAR to 
the same drawing. The total run time of the three algorithms 
is around 60 s for each of the examples below. 

Figure 29 shows the result of applying PBT and SAR to 
"Horseshoe," whose raster-scanned image and OZZ output 
were shown in Fig. 10. Bars are shown in solid, arcs in gray, 
and arrowhead edges in dotted lines. Note that besides the 
three "graphic" arcs (two from the bending of the horseshoe 
and one from the angular dimension) that were detected, PBT 
also segmented an arc from the digit zero in the dimension 
160. Also shown in dotted lines are textboxes - areas in 
which text is "suspected" to be found (Chai and Doff 1992). 
These are planned to be processed (potentially in parallel) by 
adapted learning OCR techniques that compare the content 
of the recognized text with the dimension measured from the 
raster file. 

Figure 30 shows that SAR recognizes properly arrow- 
heads with shapes that are quite remote from the ideal tri- 
angle shape. Note that the arrowheads point to the correct 
references even though they are very close to each other. 

6 Summary 

A set of algorithms that recognize the basic primitives in 
mechanical engineering drawings has been presented and 
demonstrated. The common feature of these algorithms is 
their capability to carry out the recognition by examining a 
portion of the image pixels that is much smaller than the total 
pixel population. Straight line segments (bars) are detected 
first by sparsely screening the image and concentrating on 
black pixel areas, within which orthogonal zig-zag bounc- 
ing with regular periodicity is an evidence of the existence 
of a bar. Next, the extracted bars, along with the original 
raster, serve as input to arc segmentation. This is done by 
finding chains of bars that may be a result of linear approx- 
imations of circular arcs. The two chain endpoints provide 
estimates for two points on the presumed arc, and a third 
point is found by tracing through the perpendicular bisec- 
tor of the line connecting these two points. The three points 
are used to compute the arc center, which is recursively re- 
fined, until an accuracy criterion is met. Finally, arrowheads 
are recognized through a two-phase, semi-supervised pat- 
tern recognition process. In the first, the parameter learning 
phase, the values of an arrowheads parameters are deter- 
mined by sparsely examining a slot built around a sample of 
potential arrowheads. These values are used in the second, 
comprehensive search phase, to recognize the entire arrow- 
head population with a tighter set of parameter values that 
decreases the probability of both type I (oversight) and type 
II (misdetection) errors. 

The algorithms, along with some extra modules such as 
recognition of text, hatched areas, cross-section markings, 
and dashed lines, provide a solid basis for the second, syn- 

tactic phase of MDUS, which is currently under develop- 
ment and implementation. The principle of semi-supervised 
pattern recognition should be generalized and applied to ad- 
ditional symbols and patterns. 
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